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1. Introduction
There has been a considerable interest in the development of human-like image perception
systems. Although a number of algorithms have been proposed so far, it is still a challenging
task to achieve a human-like robustness in image perception under various circumstances.
For robust image perception, the feature representation algorithm which extracts essential
features from an image and represents them in a vector format is of critical importance. Since
the discovery by Hubel and Wiesel (Hubel & Wiesel (1959)) in the study of visual cortex
of animals, it is well known that the directional edge information in visual inputs plays
an essential role in early visual processing. Namely, biological systems rely on the spatial
relationship among edges in various directions for image perception. In this regard, local
intensity gradients or directional edges have beenwidely used in computer vision and pattern
recognition (Belongie et al. (2002); Dalai et al. (2005); Freeman & Roth (1995); Lowe (2004);
Mikolajczyk & Schmid (2005); Shibata et al. (1999)). They are utilized in feature descriptors to
represent object images in image and gesture recognition. The present work also relies on the
edge information extracted from images.
A feature vector representation algorithm called Projected Principal-Edge Distribution
(PPED for short) (Yagi & Shibata (2003)) has been developed to meet the demand of
neural-associative-processor-based hardware recognition systems (Shibata (2002)). The
original idea of PPED was first disclosed in 1999 (Shibata et al. (1999)) and developed in
the work of Yagi & Shibata (2003). The robust nature of the PPED vector representation has
been successfully demonstrated through its applications to hand-written pattern recognition
and medical radiograph analysis (Yagi et al. (2000); Yagi & Shibata (2002)). The feature
representation in PPED is based on the spatial distribution of four directional edges
(horizontal, +45◦, vertical, and −45◦) extracted from an image, in which the local variance
of pixel intensities is taken into account for edge detection. Since the processing is
computationally very expensive, a dedicated VLSI chip has been developed which can
generate PPED vectors at a rate of 106 vectors/sec (Yamasaki & Shibata (2007)). An
architecture that enhances the throughput by a factor of about 30 was also developed
(Nakagawa et al. (2009)). VLSI chips specialized for the associative processing (maximum
likelihood search) have also been developed in both digital (Ogawa et al. (2002)) and
analog (Yamasaki & Shibata (2003)) technologies aiming at real-time performances. The face
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detection algorithm in this article has been developed to explore a pattern matching algorithm
specifically adapted to the psychologically-inspired VLSI brain model system, a hardware
recognition system based on dedicated VLSI chips mimicking the processing in the mind
(Shibata (2002; 2007)).
Humans have a specialized skill in face perception because it is directly related to our social
life. However, it is still debated among psychologists whether the face perception is an ability
specific to humans (Gauthier et al. (1999); Moscovitch et al. (1997)). A widely used technique
to localize facial images in video sequences is to use the color information of faces as a clue
(Hsu et al. (2002); McKenna et al. (1999)). The human perception of faces, however, does not
rely on colors but on features as a clue. A number of face detection algorithms using facial
features as a clue have been developed (Yang et al. (2002)) employing principal component
analysis (Liu &Wechsler (2002)), neural networks (Feraud et al. (2001); Rowley et al. (1998a;b);
Sung & Poggio (1998); Viola& Jones (2004)), support vector machines (Osuna et al. (1997)), and
so forth. In these algorithms, however, a large amount of numerical computation is required in
general. A fast search algorithmwas proposed to apply the detector to real world applications
(Feraud et al. (2001)). In Viola & Jones (2004), a real-time face detection systemwas developed
by introducing “Integral Image” representation which is very efficient in computation, and
face detection performance comparable to the best prior results was obtained (Rowley et al.
(1998a); Sung & Poggio (1998)).
In this article, we focus on the face detection which localizes facial images in an input image
without prior information about illumination, scales, numbers of faces, and so on. The
PPED representation developed in the previous work (Yagi & Shibata (2003)) is not sufficient
for face detection since certain essential information in facial images is lost during the
dimensionality reduction in PPED vector formation, making it difficult to discriminate facial
images from non-facial images. In order to solve the problem, other directional edge-based
feature representations are proposed and the concept of a feature level image fusion called
multiple-clue criterion has been introduced. Namely, several feature representations in
addition to PPED are employed for template matching and the multiple clues derived from
each of the feature representations are utilized for the classification to enhance the face
detection performance. Furthermore, the robustness against scale variations and rotations
of faces has also been achieved. The robustness of the proposed algorithm has been
demonstrated using the CMU test set C (Rowley et al. (1998a)).
Face identification which identifies the localized face images as individuals is another
important application of face perception. Developing both face detection and face
identification systems realizes an automatic face recognition systems. In order to develop the
face identification system,we have adapted the directional edge-based feature representations
to a classification level image fusion with pseudo two-dimensional (2D) hidden Markov
models (HMM). A dedicated VLSI hardware architecture for pseudo 2DHMM’s has also been
developed (Suzuki & Shibata (2007)), thus the real-time performance has been performed by
combining of the dedicated VLSI chips for the feature generation and the pseudo 2D HMM’s.
The robustness against illumination variation was demonstrated in the face identification
system using Yale face database B (Georghiades et al. (2001)).
The organization of the article is as in the following. Firstly, the directional edge-based feature
representations utilized in the present work are described in Section 2. Then, the organization
of face detection system and the concept of multiple-clue criterion are presented in Section 3.
In Section 4, the proposed feature representations are also applied to multiple-angle-view face
detection, which localizes not only frontal face but also posed faces and profiles. In Section 5,
the proposed feature representations have been adapted to the hidden Markov model-based
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face identification system. Section 6 demonstrates the performance of the algorithm. Section 7
concludes the article.
2. Directional edge-based feature representation algorithm
The feature representations utilized in the present work are described in this section. They
are based on the spatial distribution of directional edges extracted from an original image.
As a region of interests (ROI) for generating a feature vector, we employ a fixed-size window
of 64×64-pixel sites, which is compatible with the hardware organization of the VLSI vector
generator chip (Yamasaki & Shibata (2007)). A 64-dimension feature vector is generated from
the pixel intensities within the window.
HorizontalInput image +45 degree  Vertical -45 degree
64 pixels
I(x,y) FH FP FMFV
Fig. 1. Directional edge-based feature maps generated from bright and dark facial images.
Since edges are detected taking local luminance variance into account, similar edge maps are
obtained independent of the illumination condition.
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Fig. 2. Procedure of directional edge extraction.
2.1 Directional edge-based feature maps
The first step in forming feature vectors is the generation of four feature maps in which
edges are extracted from a 64×64-pixel input image in four directions. Fig. 1 shows the
relationship between an input image and four feature maps. Each feature map represents
the distribution of edge flags corresponding to one of the four directions, i.e. horizontal,
+45 degree, vertical, and -45 degree. These four directional-edge-based feature maps are
regarded as representing the most fundamental features extracted from the original image
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Fig. 3. Filtering kernels utilized for extracting directional edges.
and all feature representations utilized in this work are derived from the feature maps. The
procedure of feature-map generation is illustrated in Fig. 2. The input image is firstly subjected
to pixel-by-pixel spatial filtering operations using kernels of 5×5-pixel size as in the following:
Id(x, y) =
�
�
�
�
�
�
2
∑
i=−2
2
∑
j=−2
Kd(i, j) · I(x + i, y + j)
�
�
�
�
�
�
(1)
d ∈ {H, P,V, M} , (2)
where I(x, y) is the pixel intensity at the location (x, y), and Kd(i, j) is the filtering kernel
shown in Fig. 3. The kernel which gives the maximum value of Id(x, y) determines the
direction of the edge at the pixel site. Namely, the preliminary edge flag F∗d (x, y) is determined
as follows:
F∗d (x, y) =



1, if Id(x, y) = max
d∗∈{H,P,V,M}
Id∗(x, y)
0, otherwise.
(3)
This assigns one edge flag at every pixel site. In order to retain only edges of significance
in feature maps, thresholding operation is introduced. The threshold value is determined by
taking the local variance of luminance data into account. The intensity difference between
two neighboring pixels in the horizontal direction Hnm(x, y) and that in the vertical direction
Vnm(x, y) are obtained as
Hnm(x, y) = |I(x + n + 1, y + m)
−I(x + n, y + m)| (4)
Vnm(x, y) = |I(x + m, y + n + 1)
−I(x + m, y + n)| (5)
respectively, where n = −2,−1, 0, 1, and m = −2,−1, 0, 1, 2. The threshold value TH(x, y) is
calculated as
TH(x, y) = Med(x, y)× 5, (6)
where Med(x, y) is the median of the 40 values of Hij(x, y) and Vij(x, y). For each direction
d ∈ {H, P,V, M}, the directional edge map Fd(x, y) is obtained as
Fd(x, y) =
�
F∗d (x, y), if Id(x, y) > TH(x, y)
0, otherwise.
(7)
Thanks to such a thresholding operation, essential edges representing facial features are well
extracted from both bright and dark facial images as shown in Fig. 1, thus making directional
edge-based representations robust against illumination conditions.
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2.2 Projected principal-edge distribution
Horizontal +45-degree   Vertical -45-degree
Fig. 4. Partitions of feature maps for vector generation based on projected principal-edge
distribution (PPED).
Although the directional edge-based feature maps retain essential feature information in the
original image, the amount of data is still massive and dimensionality reduction is essential
for efficient processing of classification. Fig. 4 illustrates the procedure of feature-vector
generation in the Projected Principal-Edge Distribution (PPED) (Yagi & Shibata (2003)). In the
horizontal edge map, for example, edge flags in every four rows are accumulated and spatial
distribution of edge flags are represented by a histogram. Similar procedures are applied to
other three directions. Finally, a 64-dimension vector is formed by concatenating the four
histograms. Details of the PPED feature representation are given in Yagi & Shibata (2003).
Horizontal +45-degree   Vertical -45-degree
Fig. 5. Partitions of feature maps for vector generation based on averaged principal-edge
distribution (APED).
2.3 Averaged principal-edge distribution
In the PPED feature representation, the information of edge distribution along the direction
identical to the directional edge (e.g. the horizontal distribution of horizontal edge flags)
is lost during the accumulation. In order to complement such loss in PPED vectors, other
feature-vector generation schemes have been developed (Suzuki & Shibata (2004)). In
the Averaged Principal-Edge Distribution scheme (which was originally named Cell Edge
Distribution (CED) in Suzuki & Shibata (2004)), every feature map is divided into 4×4 cells
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each containing 16×16-pixel sites as shown in Fig. 5. The number of edge flags in each cell
is counted and the number constitute a single element in the vector representation by the
Averaged Principal-Edge Distribution (APED) scheme. From the four directional edge feature
maps FH, FP, FV , and FM, four 16-dimension vectors are obtained as in the following:
H(a + 4b) =
15
∑
i=0
15
∑
j=0
FH(16a + i, 16b + j)
P(a + 4b) =
15
∑
i=0
15
∑
j=0
FP(16a + i, 16b + j)
V(a + 4b) =
15
∑
i=0
15
∑
j=0
FV(16a + i, 16b + j)
M(a + 4b) =
15
∑
i=0
15
∑
j=0
FM(16a + i, 16b + j)
a = 0, 1, 2, 3, b = 0, 1, 2, 3. (8)
A 64-dimension feature vector X in the Averaged Principal-Edge Distribution scheme is
obtained by concatenating these four vectors as
X = [H, P,V,M] . (9)
Two types of 64-dimension feature vectors, the PPED (Projected Principal-Edge Distribution)
vector and the APED (Averaged Principal-Edge Distribution) vector, are utilized for face
detection in the present work.
3. System organization of multiple-clue face detection
In this section, the organization of the face detection system developed in the present work is
presented.
3.1 Overview of the system
In order to detect all faces in a target image, a window-scanning technique is employed for
face detection as illustrated in Fig. 6. A partial image in the fixed-size window of 64×64 pixels
is taken from the input image and a 64-dimension feature vector is generated according to
the procedure described in Section 2. Then, the feature vector is matched with all template
vectors of both face samples and non-face samples stored in the system and classified as a
face or a non-face according to the category of the best-matched template vector. Namely,
when the best-matched template is found in the group of face samples, the partial image is
determined as a face. If the best-matched template is in the group of non-face samples, it
is determined as a non-face. In this work, no threshold value is employed in the template
matching. The template matching is carried out utilizing the Manhattan distance as the
dissimilarity measure, which is given by
d(X,T) =
64
∑
i=1
|X(i)− T(i)| , (10)
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Input Image
Feature-Vector Generation
Template Matching
 Face Templates 
 Non-Face Templates 
64x64 pixel
Fig. 6. A partial image in the fixed-size window of 64X64 pixels is taken from the input image
and a 64-dimension feature vector is generated. Then, the feature vector is matched with all
template vectors of both face samples and non-face samples and classified as a face or a
non-face according to the category of the best-matched template vector. The window scans
the entire image.
where X and T are a feature vector of the partial image and that of a template image,
respectively. This classification is carried out by pixel-by-pixel scanning the entire image with
the 64×64-pixel window.
3.2 Multiple-clue criterion
Feature Map Space
Projected Feature Vector Space
(e.g. PPED space)
Projected Feature
Vector Space
(e.g. APED space)
Classified as non-faces
Classified as faces
: Face
: Non-face
Fig. 7. Concept of multiple-clue criterion.
As we stated earlier, we assume that all essential feature information necessary to carry out
correct classification is contained in the four directional edge-based feature maps. Then,
the process of feature-vector generation is considered as the dimensionality reduction in the
feature map space. In other words, the feature vectors are generated by projecting the data
in the high-dimensional space of the four feature maps onto some lower-dimensional spaces
as conceptually illustrated in Fig. 7. Then, we anticipate that some important features that
separate faces fromnon-faces are certainly lost during the process of dimensionality reduction.
This means, as illustrated in Fig. 7, the mixing of face samples (�) and non-face samples
(×) necessarily occurs during the projection of sample points from the feature map space
onto a reduced-dimension plane, e.g. the PPED space. However, if the sample points in
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the feature map space are projected onto another plane, e.g. the APED space, the mixing
of face and non-face samples would also occur, but the non-face samples mixed with face
samples in the APED space would be different from the non-face samples mixed in the PPED
space. Therefore, we can expect that true faces can be detected as sample points classified as
faces in both PPED and APED spaces. This is the idea of multiple-clue criterion (Suzuki &
Shibata (2004)). If the two low-dimensional spaces (PPED and APED in this example) are well
separated from each other, a true face can be detected by taking logical AND of the detection
results obtained using two types of vector representations.
In the principal components analysis (PCA), the dimensionality reduction is carried out by
transforming the data to proper axes in order to maximize the variance of the data. Although
the PCA is expected to retain essential feature information in the feature map space, it is
not compatible with the VLSI hardware system. Therefore, in this work, we employed the
multiple-clue criterion which is more compatible with the neural-associative processors.
3.3 Verification using fine-resolution feature representations
(a) (b)
Fig. 8. Result of multiple-clue face detection from input image (a); many candidates are
detected around a true face (b).
PPED
APED
APED
APED
APED
Face
Candidate
Parts
Extraction
Feature
Vector
Presence
of Parts
Multiple-Clue
Criterion
32 pixels Right Eye
Left Eye
Mouth
PPED
PPED
or
or
or
Threshold
3 or  more
Face
or
Non-face
Nose
PPED
or
Fig. 9. Face verification by confirming existence of four facial parts by using finer edge
information.
Due to the pixel-by-pixel scanning, multiple face candidates are detected around true faces as
shown in Fig. 8(b). In order to merge the multiple detection results and determine the correct
position of a face, we have utilized the image features extracted from a whole facial image.
Confirming the presence of facial parts enhances the accuracy of the classification. Therefore,
the face verification algorithm employing the feature vectors generated from local blocks with
finer resolutions has been developed. In the verification algorithm, the presence of facial parts
is confirmed by using finer edge information. If facial parts cannot be found, the candidate
210 Image Fusion and Its Applications
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will be rejected. In the four directional feature maps, as shown in Fig. 1, a lot of edge flags
are extracted around the areas of eyes and a mouth in the horizontal edge map and the area
of a nose in the vertical edge map. In this work, these four facial parts are utilized in the face
verification.
The procedure of the verification is as in the following. Four 32×32-pixel windows are
taken from the left-top, the right-top, the center, and the bottom in the candidate window
as illustrated in Fig. 9. They correspond to the locations of the right eye, the left eye, the
nose and the mouth, respectively. Each 32×32-pixel window is converted to both PPED
and APED vectors. In the face verification, finer edge information is utilized as compared
to the original PPED and APED vectors representing whole facial features. Namely, the
elements representing the horizontal or vertical edge histograms in the PPED representation,
for instance, are produced by accumulating the number of edges within two columns or two
rows, respectively, instead of four columns or four rows in the face detection. The elements
in ±45◦ histograms are also produced from reduced areas. Similarly, each element of the
APED vector is generated as the number of edges in a 8×8-pixel cell instead of a 16×16-pixel
cell. Template matching is carried out using the eight feature vectors generated from four
facial parts with two options of PPED and APED vectors. The presence of each facial part
is determined when both PPED and APED vectors match the respective template vectors. If
three out of four parts are confirmed, the candidate is determined as a true face. This threshold
value is determined by the experimental results discussed in Section 6 (Fig. 29).
3.4 Scale and rotation-invariant detection
Size: 1x1
Target Image
1/2x1/2
1/4x1/4
64x64-pixel
window
Fig. 10. Scale-invariant face detection is carried out using a fixed-size face detection window
(64×64) which scans images with full-scale, 1/2, 1/4, and 1/8 scales.
Although we employed the fixed-size window, facial images may appear in various scales
in the target image and not fit to the window. In order to accommodate our system to scale
variations, the size of the input image is reducedby factors of 1, 1/2, 1/4, and 1/8 as illustrated
in Fig. 10, and face detection is carried out for each scale. (Enlargement by factors of 1, 2, 4,
· · · etc. is also possible.) Optional scaled samples are added to the set of face templates
to cover the entire range between the original and 1/2 scaled images. Due to the robust
nature of the directional edge-based representations, the face detection performance does not
appreciably degrade for scale variations within ±15%. Since (1+ 0.15 × 2)3 = 2.2 is larger
than 2, three types of scaled facial images are required to cover the scale range between 1 and
1/2. Therefore, facial images with reduced sizes of 80% and 60% are used in additional to the
original images (see the results in Fig. 21).
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Furthermore, facial images do not always appear upright. A similar interpolating scheme
has been introduced to the system to accommodate the system to the rotated facial image
detection. Namely, face detection is carried out for 90, 180, and 270 degree-rotated images
in addition to the upright target image. Tilted face images within the angles between −45
and +45 degrees are added to the set of face template vectors to cover the entire 360 degrees
rotation. Due to the symmetry of vector generation algorithm for 90-degree rotations in the
PPED and APED vectors, the template vectors for 90, 180, and 270 degree-rotated images can
be generated by just swapping elements in the original vector. The PPED and APED vectors
have also tolerances for image rotation in a certain range. In this work, 0,±18, and±36-degree
tilted face images are included as face templates for rotation invariant face segmentation (see
Fig. 21(b)).
3.5 Noise reduction using Gaussian-blur filtering operation
(a) (b)
Fig. 11. Face detection results from original image (a) and 5×5 Gaussian-blur filtered image
(b).
Fig. 11(a) shows an example of face detection and verification result using an image in the
CMU test set C (Rowley et al. (1998a)), which missed the true face. In this case, the target
image is scanned from printed material, containing a lot of print noises. Such pattern noises
degrade the performance of the system since the directional edge extraction is quite sensitive
to them. In order to remove the noises, the target image is subjected to 5×5 Gaussian-blur
filtering operation in advance. The detection result for the blurred image is show in Fig. 11(b).
The true face is detected correctly without false positives. In our system, the face candidates
are obtained by taking OR of the candidates from both the original and Gaussian blurred
images.
4. Multi-view face detection
We have presented the frontal face detection system in Section 3. The system has been adapted
to various scales and rotations of facial images. However, posed faces such as profiles cannot
be detected since their appearance is different from frontal faces. The simple solution to
this problem is to include posed faces into the template sets. Fig. 12 shows the directional
edge-based feature maps generated from frontal face, half-way posed face, and profile images.
Facial parts such as the eyes, the nose and the mouth can be easily recognized in the horizontal
and vertical edge maps generated from frontal face images. However, it is difficult to identify
the patterns of facial parts from the feature maps of the profile. The left-hand side of the
feature map represents the rear half of the profile face, which varies a lot depending on the
hairstyle of each person. Therefore, it degrades the performance of profile detection. Since the
important facial parts are on the right-hand side of the feature map, the front side of the profile
is utilized as a focus-of-attention (FOA) area for profile face detection. Fig. 13 illustrates the
212 Image Fusion and Its Applications
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Horizontal +45-degree Vertical -45-degree
(a) Frontal face
(b) Half-way posed face
(c) Profile
Fig. 12. Directional edge-based feature maps generated from frontal face (a), half-way posed
face (b), and profile (c) images.
Horizontal +45-degree   Vertical -45-degree
Focus of Attention
Fig. 13. Profile-specific feature-vector generation based on Averaged Principal-Edge
Distribution from focus-of-attention (FOA) area.
profile-specific feature-vector generation from the focus-of-attention (FOA) area. The feature
vectors are formed by similar procedures as in the APED vector generation. Namely, the FOA
area is divided into 4× 4 cells each of which contains 8× 16-pixel sites, and each element of
the 64-dimension vector represents the number of edge flags within the corresponding cell. In
this system, the face verification algorithm described in Section 3.3 was not carried out.
5. Face identification employing pseudo two-dimensional hidden Markov models
In this section, we focused on a face identification system where the localized facial images,
which are already detected and localized in the scene, are identified as individuals registered
in the system. In order to realize a face identification system, a classification level image fusion
with pseudo two-dimensional (2D) hidden Markov models (HMM) has been employed.
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(a) (b)
Embedded State
Super State
Fig. 14. 1D Hidden Markov Model (a) and pseudo-2D Hidden Markov Model (b).
HMM’s are one of the statistical classifiers successfully applied to the speech recognition.
The original form of HMM’s is based on a simple one dimensional (1D) Markov chain.
In order to process images as 2D data, pseudo-2D HMM’s have been introduced (Kuo &
Agazzi (1994)) and applied to face recognition (Nefian & Hayes (1998)). The pseudo-2D
HMM consists of a set of super states which contain a 1D HMM within themselves. The
pseudo-2D HMM is utilized for modeling facial images in a hierarchical manners as in the
following. Several super states correspond to the vertical facial features, such as forehead,
eyes, nose, and mouth as illustrated in Fig. 14 (b). Each state within the super state is utilized
for modeling the horizontal sequence of the localized feature. The pseudo-2D HMM-based
face identification has often utilized the coefficients of 2D discrete cosine transform (DCT)
for feature representation (Eickeler et al. (2000); Nefian & Hayes (1999)). However, the
representation is sensitive to the change in illumination conditions. In order to develop an
illumination-invariant system, the directional edge-based feature representation is employed
for the pseudo-2D Hidden-Markov-Model-based face identification.
5.1 Feature representations
Horizontal +45 degree  Vertical -45 degree
Sampling
Window
4 dimensional Feature Vector
Fig. 15. Feature-vector-generation scheme from edge-based feature maps: each element
represents the number of edge flags within sampling window.
The proposed feature representation vectors are generated from the edge-based feature maps
described in Section 2.1 by counting the number of edge flags within the sampling window as
illustrated in Fig. 15. Each element of the vector represents the number of edge flags within the
window of the corresponding edge direction. Since four directional edges are available in the
featuremaps, four elements of the feature representation vector are generated froma sampling
window. In order to represent the 2D structural information within the sampling window,
another type of feature-vector-generation scheme illustrated in Fig. 16 was also employed. In
this scheme, a larger size sampling window is employed and then divided into 2× 2 cells. A
16-dimension feature vector is generated by counting the number of edge flags in each cell.
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Horizontal +45 degree  Vertical -45 degree
Sampling
Window
{ {{
16 dimensional Feature Vector
Fig. 16. Another feature-vector-generation scheme: four times larger size sampling window
is divided into 2× 2 cells and each element represents the number of edge flags within a cell.
w
w
s
Feature Vector
Generation
(a)
w
s
(b)
Fig. 17. Sampling window scans face image; horizontal scanning (a) and vertical scrolling (b).
The sequence of observation vectors is acquired as follows. The w × w-pixel window scans
the image from left to right and makes the sequence of feature vectors as illustrated in
Fig. 17(a). For each sampling, the sampling window shifts s pixels to right. The horizontal
scanning is repeated with the vertical pitch of s pixels from the top to bottom as shown in
Fig. 17 (b). In this manner, a series of feature vectors is generated. These feature vectors are
utilized as observation vectors for the pseudo-2D Hidden Markov Models on both training
and identification stages.
5.2 Face identification using pseudo-2D HMM’s
Input Facial Image Sequence of
Feature Vectors
Each Person’s Model
Model
Model
Model
Facial Images in Database
Fig. 18. Pseudo-2D HMM-based face identification system. A sequence of feature vectors is
generated from the partial image in the scanning window, which is then matched with each
person’s HMM using the Viterbi algorithm. Then, the maximum-likelihood model yields the
identity of the face.
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The identification of the target facial image is carried out as in the following. The sequence
of edge-based feature-vectors is classified by the pseudo-2D Hidden Markov Models. The
6× 6-state left-right model illustrated in Fig. 14 (b) is utilized in this work. The model consists
of six super states each of which contains an one-dimension Hidden Markov Model with
six embedded states. The sum of three Gaussian mixtures is employed for the probability
function of the embedded state. These parameters of the HMM are optimized by the
experimental results on the AT&T face database (Samaria & Harter (1994)).
In the training, one HMM is generated for each person using the Baum-Welch algorithm. For
avoiding false local minima, the common initial face model (Eickeler et al. (2000)) is utilized.
Namely, the common initial face model is firstly trained on all faces in the training set. The
face model for each person is obtained from the common model by refining it on the training
faces of the person with the Baum-Welch algorithm. In the identification, the target facial
image is evaluated by each face model using the Viterbi algorithm as illustrated in Fig. 18.
The face model which gives the maximum probability determines the identity of the input
image.
5.3 Dedicated VLSI architecture for pseudo-2D HMM classifier
 Embedded HMM 
PE PE PE PE PE PE PE
PE PE PE PE PE PE
PE PE PE PE PE PE
PE PE PE PE PE PE
PE PE PE PE PE PE
PE PE PE PE PE PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE PEProcessing element
for embedded states
Processing element
for superstates
Fig. 19. Block diagram of pseudo-2D HMM VLSI processor. Each PE corresponds to an
embedded state or a superstate in pseudo-2D HMM.
In order to realize the real-time face identification system, a dedicated VLSI hardware
architecture for pseudo-2D HMM classifier has been developed. The proposed architecture
consists of processing elements (PE’s) each of which corresponds to an embedded state or
a super state as illustrated in Fig. 19. The processing element for the embedded state is
composed of the Viterbi decoder and the observation probability calculator which identifies
the maximum-likelihood path among all possible state transitions within the HMM. The
details of the proposed architecture are described in Suzuki & Shibata (2007).
The proposed architecture has been implemented in a field programmable gate array (FPGA).
The processing time for identifying a 92×112 pixel grayscale facial image from 40 people was
4.42 ms at 100 MHz clock frequency. Therefore, the processor is capable of identifying more
than 220 facial images in a second.
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6. Experimental results and discussion
6.1 Frontal face detection
Fig. 20. Group photo in which 2,000 non-face images were randomly taken from the
background scenery as non-face templates.
In this work, the upright frontal facial images of 300 Japanese people from HOIP facial image
database were utilized as face templates in the experiment of frontal face detection. As the
non-face templates, 2,000 non-face images which were randomly taken from the background
scenery of only a group photo shown in Fig. 20 were employed. Updating of the non-face
templates by feeding back the results of false positives, or other sorts of maintenance were not
conducted in this work. The same non face templates were used throughout the experiments.
The performance of the face detection system has been evaluated on the CMU test set (Rowley
et al. (1998a)).
The system was evaluated by using two types of measures which are detection rates and
false positive rates. They were defined as in the followings. Because of the pixel-by-pixel
scanning, multiple windows of the detection results are overlapped as shown in Fig. 8(b). If
two windows were overlapped in area more than 50% each other, they were merged into one
window. Only when the merged window covered the entire face including the eyes, the nose,
and the mouth, we determined that the face was detected correctly. The detection rate is the
number of faces detected against faces in the test images. The false positive rate is the number
of false detections against all 64×64-pixel windows examined in the evaluation. The system
decides whether an image within the window is a face or not at each pixel site independently.
Therefore, the false positive rate described above is employed for the evaluation.
6.1.1 Optimization for scale-invariant detection
As described in Section 3.4, it is required to append the optional scaled samples to the set
of face templates to cover the range between the original and 1/2 scaled images. In order
to optimize the sets of templates for scale variations, face detection was carried out with
the template vectors derived from different combinations of scaled face samples. Fig. 21(a)
demonstrates the results of face detection rate. The template set of 100%+70%, for example,
means that 70% scaled 300 face samples were appended to the original 300 face samples
for the face templates of reduced scales. As illustrated in Fig. 21(a), when three types of
scaled face samples (100%, 80%, and 60%) were utilized, over 99% detection rate was shown.
Therefore, the three types of face samples (100%, 80%, and 60%) were utilized in the following
experiments.
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Fig. 21. Face detection rates with template vectors derived from different combinations of
scaled face samples (a); detection rates from rotated target images with template vectors
derived from different combinations of tilted face samples.
6.1.2 Optimization for rotation-invariant detection
(a) (b)
Fig. 22. Results of scale and rotation-invariant face detection using images in Rowley et al.
(1998b). Verification by facial parts were not carried out in the experiment.
As described in Section 3.4, it is required to prepare the tilted face samples as the face
templates to cover the range between −45 and +45 degrees. To optimize the face template
sets, face detection was carried out on rotated target images between 0 and +45 degrees
using different combinations of tilted template vectors. The detection rates are presented in
Fig. 21(b). Using only upright templates, namely only 0-degree template vectors, the detection
rate falls rapidly at 10 degrees of tilting. Although the set of 0 and ±30-degree template
vectors covers the range, the detection rate fluctuates depending on the tilt angle. The results
obtained with the template set generated from 0, ±18, and ±36-degree tilted facial images
show the detection rate over 95% all over the range. Fig. 22 demonstrates the results of scale
and rotation-invariant face detection using images that contain difference size and angle of
faces in the CMU rotation test set (Rowley et al. (1998b)).
6.1.3 Tests of face detection and verification
In order to eliminate false positives, face verification algorithm described in Section 3.3 was
employed here. Here, if at least three facial parts were confirmed out of four parts, the
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(a) (b)
Fig. 23. Result of face detection (a) and face verification (b).
(a) (b)
Fig. 24. Examples of face candidates which were detected in Fig. 23(a) but rejected by
verification in Fig. 23(b); (a) and (b) are on top left and top right corner in original image,
respectively.
(a) (b)
Fig. 25. Face detection results on line drawing face using original image (a) and 5×5
Gaussian-blur filtered image (b).
(a) (b)
Fig. 26. Results of face detection on Dali’s “Gala Contemplating the Mediterranean Sea” from
original image (a) and 5×5 Gaussian-blur image (b).
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candidate was accepted as a true face. Fig. 23(a) demonstrates the result of face detection
using a picture in the CMU test set B. All faces in the picture are detected. However, a lot of
false positives occur. These detected faces were screened using the face verification algorithm
and the result of verification is demonstrated in Fig. 23(b). All false positives except one were
rejected by the verification without missing the true faces. Fig. 24 shows examples of false
positives in face detection shown in Fig. 23. These candidates, which looks like faces at a
glance by human perception, were rejected by verification algorithm since facial parts could
not be confirmed.
As described in Section 3.5, the face candidates are obtained from both original and 5×5
Gaussian-blur filtered images. This Gaussian-blur operation makes another effect to face
detection. A line drawing facial image shown in Fig. 25(a) was not detected from the
original image but detected and verified from the blurred one as illustrated in Fig. 25(b).
Fig. 26 demonstrates the face verification results for the drawing by Salvador Dali, “Gala
Contemplating the Mediterranean Sea” which is also called “Lincoln in Dalivision”. Although
no faces are detected from the original image in a reduced size shown in Fig. 26(a), Lincoln is
detected and verified correctly in the blurred image as illustrated in Fig. 26(b).
6.2 Performance evaluation on CMU test set
In order to evaluate the performance of the system, the proposed algorithm has been
evaluated on the CMU test set C which consists of 65 images containing 183 faces. Fig. 27
presents the detection rates and false positive rates using the PPED and APED feature
representations. The detection rate is the number of faces detected correctly against all 183
faces in the test set. The false positive rate is the number of false detections against 80,146,631
which is the number of 64×64-pixel windows examined in this evaluation. Generally, there
are trade-offs between the detection rates and the false positive rates, and the closer the data
points approach the left-top corner, the better the performance is. When PPED vectors are
utilized, 93% of faces are detected from the original images and 97% detection rate is achieved
for 5×5-pixel Gaussian-blur filtered images. APED vectors show better performance than
PPED, and 97% and 99% detection rates are obtained for the original and Gaussian blurred
images, respectively. Only one facial image shown in Fig. 28 was not detected from either
original or blurred images. This image is composed of black-and-white dots and the high
frequency components in the image were not removed by the Gaussian-blur filter, which
contributed edge flags to the feature maps. When the image was subjected to Gaussian-blur
filtering operation one more time, however, the face was detected. On the other hand, the
false positive rates are about 0.01 (1%) and a huge number of false positives occur. Fig. 27 also
shows the detection results using the multiple-clue criterion using both PPED and APED,
which are 88% and 95% for the original and Gaussian-blur filtered images, respectively.
Although the face detection rate is a little degraded as compared to the case using only PPED
vectors or APED vectors, the false positive rate is improved. In order to improve the detection
rate, we merged the detection results from both the original images and Gaussian blurred
images. This OR operation achieves 95% detection rate when the multiple-clue criterion is
employed as shown in Fig. 27.
In order to further reduce the number of false positives, the face verification algorithm
explained in Section 3.3 was introduced and the number of facial parts to confirm in the face
verification algorithm was varied. The face detection rates for the verification algorithm in
which the existence of no less than one, two, three, and four facial parts out of four parts
are given in Fig. 29. If all of four facial parts are required for verification, the detection rate
is degraded to about 50% while the number of false positive is drastically reduced. From
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Fig. 27. Detection rates and false positive rates using PPED, APED, and multiple-clue
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Fig. 28. Facial image could not be detected using APED feature vector from either original
image (a) or blur image (b).
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Fig. 29. Detection rates and false positive rates using face verification.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 30. Results of face detection (a) and verification (b) from facial image whose right eye is
occluded.
these results, we adopted three or more facial parts as the threshold for verification. Fig. 30
illustrates the result of detection and verification on an occluded face. In this case, the right
eye failed to be confirmed but the other parts were validated and the true face was correctly
verified.
As demonstrated in Fig 29, there are trade-offs between the detection rates and the
false positive rates, thus the system yielding less false positives demonstrates the better
performance at the same face detection rate. In the face detection system employing two
facial parts for the threshold value in face verification, for instance, the detection rate using
the CMU test set C was 87.4% while 689 false positives occured. When the system was
evaluated on all images in the CMU test set A, B, and C, the detection rate was degraded
to 71.5% while 1,055 false positives occured. The systems developed by Viola & Jones (2004)
and by Rowley et al. (1998a) achieved the higher detection rate (81.1% and 83.2%) with 10
false positives, respectively. These results indicate that the performance of our system is
not comparable to other systems. In the learning, Viola and Jones employed the AdaBoost
algorithm which increases the effective number of non-face templates. Rowley et al. updated
the non face-templates by feeding back the results of false positives. These techniques have
not been studies in this work yet. Introducing such techniques to the learning algorithm of
false positives would improve the performance of our system in reducing the false positive
detection rate, which would be the subject of future study.
The present face detection algorithm has been developed as a typical pattern matching
algorithm specifically tuned for the VLSI brain mimicking system under intensive
development (Shibata (2002; 2007)). Therefore, it involves a lot of computationally demanding
operations. However, they are very efficiently processed using dedicated VLSI chips
developed for the system. For instance, the directional-edge based vector generation from
every pixel site in a VGA-size image is carried out at a rate of 6.1 frames/s (Yamasaki &
Shibata (2007)). Further enhancement in the processing speed by a factor of 30 has been
achieved by an advancement in the chip architecture (Nakagawa et al. (2009)). In order to
accelerate the scale-invariant detection, a CMOS image sensor chip capable of performing
multiple-scale filtering processing for a 64×64-pixel image has been developed and operation
at a 680 frames/s was demonstrated (Takahashi et al. (2009)). Therefore, the processing in
the present algorithm is all very efficiently conducted in the VLSI brain mimicking system.
However, regarding the recognition performance, the present results are not sufficient when
compared to those of advanced software systems. If the false positive rate is defined as the
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number of false detections against all the detection results, our results are in the range of
several 10%, which are far inferior to the results in Rowley et al. (1998a) and Viola & Jones
(2004). PPED-based face detection was also studied using a support vector machine (SVM)
as a classifier instead of the simple nearest-neighbor search method employed in this work,
which showed much better results. In this regard, the basic VLSI circuits for SVM have also
been developed for use in a certain kind of classification problems (Kang & Shibata (2009)).
6.3 Experiment on multi-view face detection
0 o
30 o 60 o 90 o
-90 o-60 o-30 o
Fig. 31. Template images for multi-view face detection.
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Fig. 32. Target images for multi-view face detection.
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Fig. 33. Results of multi-view face detection rate (a); results of profile detection rate (b).
In order to evaluate the multi-view face detection, 130 face images of 13 people taken from 10
directions between the range of 0 to 90 degrees with an increment of 10 degrees were utilized.
These sample images were prepared as a preliminary database to use in the multi-dimensional
facial soft tissue analysis for the treatment planning in orthodontics. Four direction posed
faces at 0, 30, 60, and 90 degrees were utilized as templates. In addition, −30, −60, and
−90-degree direction faces were generated by taking the mirror images of original samples
as shown in Fig. 31. Face detection was carried out on face images angled at 0, 20, 40, 60,
80, and 90 degrees for 13 people as shown in Fig. 32. The detection rate was evaluated by
the cross validation. Namely, all face images except for one person were utilized as templates
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and the face detection was carried out for the face images of the person excluded from the
templates. This procedure was repeated for all images in the database. In this experiments,
based on the prior knowledge that only one face image is existing in the target image, the
location where the feature vector gives the minimum distance to the best matched template
was determined as a face. And the direction of the template which gives the minimum
distance among the all templates determines the pose of the target face. Fig. 33(a) shows the
detection rates of six direction faces using the PPED and APED feature vectors, respectively.
Although almost over 80% detection rates are obtained in frontal and 20-degree faces for both
feature vectors, the detection rates degrade to less than 60% in profile images. In order to
improve the performance, the multiple-clue criterion have been utilized. Fig. 33(a) illustrates
the correct detection rates using the multiple-clue criterion. The detection rates all of angled
faces were improved and approximate 80% detection rates were obtained. Fig. 33(b) shows
the detection rates of profile images for three types of feature vectors: the PPED, APED, and
profile-specific APED as discussed in Section 4. In addition, the detection rates using the
multiple clue derived from all three feature vectors are also shown in Fig. 33(b). Only about
50% of the target profile images were detected with the original feature vectors (PPED and
APED). However, over 90% detection rate was obtained with the proposed profile-specific
APED feature vector.
6.4 Experiment on face identification using pseudo-2D HMM’s
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Fig. 34. Recognition rate on AT&T database with different illumination conditions (a) and
with different scales of target facial images (b).
(a) (b)
Fig. 35. Viterbi segmentation of face images under different illumination conditions using
edge-based feature vectors (a) and DCT-based feature vectors (b); each block corresponds to
each state of pseudo-2D HMM.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed face identification system, the AT&T face
database (Samaria & Harter (1994)) was used for both training and test sets. This database
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contains 10 different images for each of 40 people. These face images are taken at similar
illumination conditions. As a preliminary evaluation of the robustness against illumination
variations, various illumination conditions were emulated by the gamma correction. The
recognition rate was evaluated by the cross validation. Namely, each person’s model was
trained on all face images except for one image and the classification was carried out for the
image excluded in the training. This procedure was repeated for all images in the database.
The recognition rates on various illumination conditions employing the edge-based and
the DCT-based feature representations are presented in Fig. 34(a). In this experiment, first
nine coefficients of discrete cosine transform on the sampling window are utilized for the
DCT-based feature vectors, and the four dimensional feature vector of Fig. 15 was used as
the edge-based feature vectors. w = 8 and s = 4 were employed for both feature vectors
as the parameters of window scanning. Figure 34(a) shows that the recognition rate of the
DCT-based feature vectors falls rapidly at γ = 1.3 while the edge-based feature vectors
performed over 99% recognition rate at the entire range. Figure 35 shows the results of the
Viterbi segmentation on the two test images (γ = 1.0 and γ = 2.0). Each block separated
by the white lines corresponds to each state of the pseudo-2D HMM illustrated in Fig. 14.
The segmentation results using the edge-based features are almost the same independent of
illumination conditions as shown in Fig. 35(a). On the other hand, Fig. 35(b) shows that the
states to which the nose and the mouth belong do not match between the dark and bright
images in case of the DCT-based feature vectors.
Figure 34(b) shows the recognition rate on the various size of the target faces. Although the
recognition rate using the edge-based feature vectors (4 dimensions) is a little degraded as
compared to that using the DCT-based ones, the recognition rate using the 16 dimensional
edge-based feature vectors is almost same with that using the DCT-based ones. Over 99%
recognition rate was obtained with the 16 dimensional edge-based vectors on the scale range
between 70%
�
≈ 1√
2
�
and 140%
�
≈
√
2
�
. The scale-invariant face detection system described
in Section 3 is capable of enclosing facial images of any sizes in a frame in which the scale
variation of the face image is limitedwithin the range between 1√
2
and
√
2. Therefore, it would
be possible to build a scale-invariant face identification system using our already-developed
face detection system as a preprocessing stage in the present identification system.
Training Set
(a)
Test Set
(b)
Fig. 36. Examples of facial images from Yale face database B used for training (a) and test (b).
The proposed system demonstrates a good performance. However, the results are obtained
from the AT&T face database which consists of relatively simple images for identification. We
also evaluated the performance on the Yale face database B (Georghiades et al. (2001)). The
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Fig. 37. Recognition rate on Yale face database B.
Yale face database B contains 5760 single light source images of 10 people each seen under
576 viewing conditions (9 poses× 64 illumination conditions). The face model of each person
was learned from the nine poses with frontal illumination, and then the face identification is
carried out for the images under various illumination conditions. Examples of facial images
are shown in Fig. 36. Figure 37 illustrates the results of face identification. The recognition rate
obtained with the proposed 16 dimensional edge-based feature vectors was 92% and better
than that of the DCT-based feature vectors.
7. Summary
A face detection system has been developed aiming at exploring a pattern matching algorithm
specifically adapted to the psychologically-inspired VLSI brain model system (Shibata (2002;
2007)). Namely, the computations involved in the algorithm are all very efficiently carried out
by the dedicated VLSI chips developed for the system. Four directional edges are extracted
from a 64×64-pixel image and two kinds of image feature vectors (PPED and APED) are
generated by forming spatial distribution histograms from the edgemaps. By the introduction
of multiple-clue criterion using these two edge vectors, a face detection robust against scale
variation and rotation has been developed. Although the total performance including the
false positive rate has not yet reached those of advanced software systems, the algorithm has
shown a lot of potentiality and issues for use in the VLSI hardware recognition system. The
system has also been applied to the detection of posed faces and it has been shown that the
performance for the profile face detection can be enhanced by generating edge-based vectors
only from the region of focus-of-attention. Furthermore, the directional edge-based feature
representations has been adapted to the HMM-based face identification system and the robust
nature of the representations has been proven.
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